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PREFACE

This research was performed to provide a quantitative

estimate of the minimum frequency requirements for a PATRIOT

battalion UHF communication system. To the extent specified

by the stated assumptions and constraints, a determination

is available from the simulation model described in this

thesis.

Thanks are due to Captain Role Black of the Math

Department, Air Force Institute of Technology, for his con-

tinuing interest in this thesis and for his many useful

- suggestions which properly defined the scope of this

research. Mr. George Foust of Cas Inc. was extremely help-

ful in curve-fitting antenna and receiver rejection patterns

and analyzing the results to verify the simulation model.

Major Dick Wilbanks and Mr. Gene Ashley of the PATRIOT Pro-

Ject Office were instrumental in gathering the much needed

Information to begin this research.

A very special thanks goes to my wife, Helen, for her

encouragement throughout the life of this project.

Gregory H. Swanson
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ABSTRACT

7-- This thesis presents a methodology which simulates the

UHF communications network for the Army's PATRIOT battalion.

A computer simulation model was developed that reads in

coordinates for eleven communicating nodes and their inter-

connections, and results in the minimum number of frequen-

cies required to support the UHF communications network.

Current concepts of PATRIOT battalion employment doctrine

determine the frequency requirements obtained. Concepts of

antenna rejection at transmitting and receiving nodes, pro-

pagation losses, and radio rejection characteristics are

incorporated in the model. The model was experimented upon,

using deployments currently accepted within the Air Defense

Community, and the results of the model are analyzed in this

report.
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A DETERMINATION

OF THE MINIMUM FREQUENCY REQUIREMENTS

FOR A PATRIOT BATTALION UHF COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

I. INTRODUCTION

PATRIOT is an air defense guided missile system

designed to replace both Nike Hercules and Improved HAWK

(I-HAWK) in the field armies. The PATRIOT air defense sys-

tem is composed of individual battalions each consisting of

headquarters and firing elements. The future PATRIOT bat-

talion may consist of eleven such elements with UHF links

being the main communications medium between these elements.

Traditional frequency assignment methodology, most not-

ably the ABM plan (Ref. 8:2-27), requires unique frequencies

be assigned to each communications link in a network. Thus

a very large number of frequencies are required to support a

communications network. Since each of the eleven PATRIOT

battalion elements will communicate with up to three or four

other elements simultaneously, assigning unique frequencies

to each link within the PATRIOT battalion is unacceptable

and a determination of the number of frequencies actually

required to support the PATRIOT battalion is necessary.

This thesis is a modeling effort to determine the

minimum frequency requirements for a PATRIOT battalion UHF

communication system. The research reported herein involves

oi - : . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .



the development of a computer model which reads in a set of

coordinates of up to eleven communicating nodes and their

interconnections, calculates antenna rejection losses at

transmitting and receiving nodes, calculates propagation

losses and radio off-frequency rejection at receiving nodes,

assigns UHF frequencies to the communications network, and

double-checks and outputs the battalion frequency require-

ments.

To simulate the PATRIOT battalion UHF communications

network, an eleven node network is used. Six engagement

control stations (ECS) and one information and coordination

central (ICC) intercommunicate to exchange command and

status information. Four communication relay sets (CRS) are

used to retransmit radio transmissions, impaired due to ter-

rain or distance factors. The effect of adjacent battalions

is not simulated. The simulation model can later be

expanded to include all nodes within a specified envelope,

constrained by specific antenna and propagation loss charac-

terLstics, or unique groups of frequencies can be used at

each battalion and repeated at distant battalions based upon

the propagation loss characteristics.

The frequency assignment methodology used In this

report is a preximinary accomplishment of this model and was

required sinie traditional frequency assignment algorithms

are &o, I .fficient in that they require unique frequencies

for each link. The frequency assignment methodology

'. .' .' .. .* . ..



. :i-developed In this report will allow initial frequency

assignments to be performed based upon the co-site mutual

interference requirements alone (Ref. 8:2-20 - 2-33).

The Problem Statement

The primary problem addressed in this effort is that

very little quantitative frequency assignment planning for

the PATRIOT battalion UHF communication network has been

performed. The limited extent to which this topic has been

previously studied was verified by a rather thorough litera-

ture search of documents held by both the PATRIOT Project

Office and CAS Inc.

Current frequency assignment methods such as the ABM

plan are in the process of automation (Ref. 9:5-1 - 5-20).

However, these methods require large numbers of frequencies

when a limited number of frequencies are available (Ref.

10:1). Such methods are unacceptable to PATRIOT since they

do not provide for the complex interconnections used with

PATRIOT (Ref. 4:1-4). Although the PATRIOT Air Defense Sys-

tem utilizes the Army's standard UHF radio, the AN/GRC-103

Radio Set, the method of communication equipment configura-

tion is unique. Three radio sets are integrated into the

ICC and ECS shelters while four radio sets are integrated

into the CRS shelters. One Antenna Mast Set (AMS) is used

to support all antennas required at a node.

" "' -Figure 1 illustrates a problem ABM methodology would

3
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have with a frequent occurrence within a PATRIOT battalion.

Figure 1. An ABM Assignment Problem

Using the ABM plan, the symbols A, B, and M are

assigned to each radio station in a communications network

to identify frequencies which may be used by a station. No

radio station can be connected to another station assigned

the same letter code. In Figure 1, it would not be possible

to assign a frequency to the middle station using such

methodology.

Goals

Several goals were set at the outset of this work in

order to properly measure the degree to which the thesis'

overall objective was being met, that objective being to

develop a method to answer "what is the minimum number of

frequencies required to support a PATRIOT battalion UHF com-

munication system?". These goals were:

II
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1. Construct a computer model to simulate the PATRIOT bat-

talion UHF communication network.

2. Test the model to insure it behaves properly by apply-

ing both internal and external verificatior, procedures.

3. Construct a more efficient frequency assignment algo-

rithm than those currently available.

4. Draw general conclusions about the minimum UHF fre-

quency assignment requirements based upon the model's

output.

Importance of This Study

There are several reasons why this problem is being

studied in addition to the purely academic goal of gaining a

better understanding of what computer simulation is all

about. Foremost, this is a topic of current Army interest

(Ref. 4:1). The PATRIOT Project Office suggested this topic

as a candidate for a thesis study and has actively supported

the research. Secondly, by constructing a computer model and

then documenting the thought processes used in the model's

development, one should obtain a better understanding of the

real frequency requirements within a directional communica-

tions network and improvements may be incorporated into

traditional frequency assignment methodology. Finally, by

experimenting with the model using some reasonable deploy-

ments, a determination may be made as to UHF frequency

5



requirements within a PATRIOT battalion and an automated

system, based upon this effort, to assist the PATRIOT Air

Defense planners, refined and incorporated in the onboard

software.

Model Application

If this simulation model succeeds in addressing the

relevant issues and interactions within the PATRIOT UHF com-

munications network, it may find broad use in developing

frequency assignments requirements in tactical simulation

models of a far larger scope. One example of a larger scope

1. " model is the Army Tactical Frequency Engineering System

(ATFES), Frequency Assignment Capability for the Tactical

Systems (FACTS) Program. It is also clear that there is yet

much to be accomplished in studying this relatively small

facet of the overall automated system issue. Hopefully,

this thesis can act as the basis model for any future

sophistication that may be desired.

Thesis Overview

Chapter I, Background, puts this thesis in proper per-

spective by providing a more detailed insight into the prob-

lem. Included in this chapter is a description of the ABM

frequency assignment plan. Chapter III, The Methodology,

explains what events were made a part of the model and the

manner In which these events interact. Chapter IV, The

6
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*. .. Simulation Model, contains the details of the computer model
including a description of the model's logic and mechanics.

Chapter V, Sample Results, demonstrates the model's capabil-

ity by an analysis of the output produced from the con-

sideration of deployments currently accepted within the air

defense community. Finally, Chapter VI, Summary, Conclu-

sions, and Recommendations, provides a recap of the main

points, draws conclusions based upon the model's perfor-

mance, and illuminates those shortcomings in the present

effort which, if corrected, should produce a better product.

o.° -7



11. BACKGROUND

This chapter is intended to provide the reader with a

better perspective of the scope of this problem. It does

this by describing some important points made by previous

studies of this topic and related issues. Following this is

a discussion of the traditional ABM frequency assignment

plan. Finally, the PATRIOT UHF communication system, which

is modeled in this computer simulation, is described in suf-

ficient detail to acquaint the reader with it's capabilities

and concepts of employment.

Previous Studies

Many models have been constructed which have attempted

to quantify the performance of the Army's AN/GRC-103 Radio

Set. These models have been used to analyze the probability

of message transfer for both link-to-link and multi-routed

communication systems in benign and ECK environments.

One such model is CASCOM, a communications model

developed by CAS Inc. (Ref. 1:15). CASCOM provides for the

evaluation of both point-to-point (link-to-link) and netted

(multi-routed) communication structures. Input parameters

can he effectively utilized to enable CASCOM to portray any

specific type of communication system using JTIDS or the

AN/GRC-103 family of equipments against any desired threat

...



level. To date, CASCOM has been used by the PATRIOT Project

Office to portray PATRIOT's multi-routed network, I-1lAWK's

point-to-point network utilizing AN/TRC-145 Radio Terminals,

and air defense group communications which involve combina-

tions of point-to-point and multirouted communication net-

works (Ref. 2:2-13).

Such models as CASCOM, while very powerful in determin-

ing communications performance, are not designed as

automated tools to assist the PATRIOT air defense and com-

* . munications planners. This need has, however, been identi-

fied as requiring development (Ref. 7:1-4).

The Frequency Assignment Capability for Tactical Sys-

tems (FACTS) is used to make frequency assignments for

multi-channel radio networks. The program has been designed

to make compatible assignments for the AN/GRC-50 (U11F),

AN/GRC-103 (Bands I, III, and IV), AN/GRC-144 (Tropo), and

AN/GRC-144 (Microwave) Radio Sets. The required input

includes the system terminal locations and the frequency

resources of the network. The user assigns a color to each

site (red, green, or blue) so that sites that are directly

connected will not have the same color. Using automated ABM

methodology, FACTS makes unique frequency assignments satis-

fying the co-site mutual interference requirements (Ref.

9:5-1 - 5-2).

A study by CAS Inc. investigated frequency assignment

methodology for use within the PATRIOT battalion.

9
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Traditional frequency assignment methods as well as combina-

tions of methods were analyzed to determine viability. An

": efficient frequency assignment method, suitable for PATRIOT

was not found to be currently available (Ref. 3:3).

The ABM Plan

To ensure a satisfactory radio-relay circuit, operating

frequencies in a given area must be chosen so as to avoid

mutual interference. At UHF, transmitting frequencies at a

station must be well separated from the receiving frequen-

cies to guard against intra- and inter-radio transmitter to

receiver interference. The receiving frequencies at a sta-

tion must also be well separated from each other to guard

against receiver-to-receiver interference (Ref. 8:2-22).

The ABM frequency assignment plan divides a broad fre-

quency region (all or a large part of a band allocated),

into six frequency blocks of suitable widths, based upon

transmitter-to-receiver separation requirements. The symbols

A, B, and M are assigned to each radio station to identify

*. the group of frequencies that may be used to transmit at

" that station and the group that may be used to receive.

Consecutive transmitting and receiving frequencies are then

selected from the respective groups (Ref. 10:14-25).

While current assignment methods using ABM methodology

have worked well for determining UHF frequencies for conven-

tional UHF communication configurations, they are deficient

10



for use with the PATRIOT UHF communication system since they

do not provide for the complex interconnections used with

PATRIOT (Ref. 4:3).

The PATRIOT UHF Communication stem

The PATRIOT battalion consists of the Bn Hq and Hq Bat-

tery, and six ADA Batteries, each of which contains up to

eight launching stations. The PATRIOT UHF communications

system is composed of an Information and Coordination Cen-

tral (ICC) located at the battalion headquarters, six

Engagement Control Stations (ECS), one with each battery,

and a growth potential for four Communication Relay Sets

(CRS) deployed to retransmit UHF communication traffic

between the ICC and ECS. An Antenna Mast Set (AMS), co-

" . located with each ICC, ECS, and CRS, support the antennas

for all UHF communication links (Ref. 5:P-l - 8-6).

The communications equipment provided in the ICC

includes three UHF radio stacks. Each stack consists of an

AN/GRC-103 Radio Set, TSEC/KG-27 Electronic Key Generator,

TD-660 Voice Multiplexer and TD-1065 High Speed Serial Data

Buffer. The ECS also contains three stacks of UHF communi-

cations equipment while the CRS contain four stacks.

The main communications medium of the PATRIOT battalion

when deployed is the UdF link. The ICC and ECS are all

expected to have at least two UHF links operating, each to

another shelter. Each link may be either direct or via a

".- 11
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CRS if a suitable line-of-sight path is not available.

Since the ICC and ECS each have three UHF radios and the CRS

has four, the resultant network may be very complex.

12



III. THE METHODOLOGY

Simulation Requirements

There are specific basic requirements that the simula-

tion model must perform in order that it become representa-

tive of the real world environment. The most important

requirement is the proper representation of the PATRIOT

battalion's UHF communication network. The desired network

algorithm imust be one that is conceptually correct for the

environment being modeled. For this thesis, the network is

specified in terms of grid coordinates to insure it is

representative of PATRIOT's current employment doctrine.

Another important modeling requirement is that the com-

munication signal rejection and path loss algorithms must be

technically correct. Technical characteristics needed to

develop these algorithms were obtained from PATRIOT Project

Office files, technical manuals, and from the manufacturer.

The last major requirement is that the frequency

assignment algorithm within the model must make maximum use

of available frequencies and permit frequency sharing since

frequency requirements exceed the number of frequencies

available.

Scenario

" - Each node within the PATRIOT battalion is susceptible

13



e.77.

to signal interference. Mutual interference within each

node is alleviated by choosing frequency assignment algo-

rithms which insure adequate guard bands between operating

frequencies. Inter-nodal interference is calculated from

antenna rejection, path loss, and receiver rejection charac-

teristics to determine the degree to which operational fre-

quencies may be shared.

The model begins by calculating and storing all inter-

nodal distances. Inter-nodal angles are calculated and con-

verted to azimuths which are used in conjunction with the

antenna patterns for the UIIF parabolic antenna to determine

antenna rejection at both the transmitting and receiving

nodes.. Path loss calculations are performed to determine

additional rejection based upon receive distances to desired

and interfering nodes.

Also in this model are frequency assignment algorithms

designed to make maximum use of operational frequencies by

permitting frequency sharing whenever possible. Frequencies

are initially assigned based upon intra-nodal mutual

interference requirements alone. The initial assignments

are then modified to alleviate any inter-nodal interference.

The final frequency assignments are then double-checked and

output along with the minimum frequency requirement for the

battalion.

a

14
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FORTRAN 77

The FORTRAN 77 computer language was selected as the

language of this computer model to be compatible with other

air defense performance models used by the PATRIOT Project

Office. The CASCOH model may be modified to incorporate

this computer model to provide a basis for an automated sys-

tem to assist the PATRIOT air defense and communications

planners. The FACTS program may also be modified to permit

the employment of frequency sharing within standard UHF com-

munications networks.

The implementation of the computer simulation model in

FORTRAN 77 required some additional effort to be taken in

the input/output operations. However, this mild limitation

presented no difficulty in the development of this thesis.

Primary Variables of Interest

The user of this model is required to select the values

of several different variables; thus, any particular run or

.7 series of runs will be expressly tailored to the user's

needs. In so doing, each variable value can become the

basis for as much in depth testing of the model's results as

desired. Four of the variables in this model will be exam-

ined in more detail.

One variable is the location of each node. Each of the

. battalion elements, ECS, ICC, and CRS, can be either

15



interactively input by the operator or read-in in tabular

form from a file. Eight digit grid coordinates are used to

describe the unit locations with an accuracy of ten meters.

Eleven unit locations are possible but not required since

the interconnectivity variables discussed next will deter-

mine whether or not a unit location will be used to deter-

mine the frequency requirements of the battalion.

Another variable is the network interconnectivity. The

interconnections for each node can also be interactively

input by the operator or included in the unit location table

read-in from a file. The interconnectivity of the network

is prescribed by identifying which nodes are linked (which

nodes" are communicating with one another). A node can be

,' interconnected with a maximum of four other nodes as in the

case of the CRS.

The antenna pattern is another variable of interest.

Antenna pattern characteristics are developed from a curve

fit and input by the operator. The curve fit describes the

antenna rejection in decibels as a function of the off-axis

angle, in degrees, from the main lobe.

The last variable of interest in this thesis is the

frequency rejection characteristics of the receiver. The

bandpass rejection characteristics of the receiver are also

developed from a curve fit and input by the operator. The

concept of this off-frequency rejection allows receiver's

reception azimuth to have less of an impact when a potential

16



interfering signal is off-frequency.

The basic requirements and methodology of the computer

simulation model have now been defined. The next chapter,

The Simulation Model, will develop the details of the com-

puter model.

I

-17



IV. THE SIMULATION MODEL

This chapter explains the development of the individual

routines of the simulation model. Each routine performs a

specific function and calculates data to be used in subse-

quent routines. The complete code listing for this model is

contained in Appendix A.

Figure 2 is a representation of the major routines

appearing within the simulation model.

'DATA OUTPUT RECEIVER REJECTION

CHOICE INPUT

DEPLOYMENT LINK-TO-NODE

INPUT ANTENNA REJECTION

INrER-NODAL DISTANCE INITIAL FREQUENCY
CALCULATIONS ASSIGNMENT

INTER-NODAL ANGLE ] TOTAL LINK-TO-NODE
CALCULATIONS REJECTION CALCULATIONS]

AZIMUTH S/I REQUIREMENT
CALCULATIONS INPUT

[ INTERCONNECTION CRITICAL SEPARATION

INPUT CALCULATIONS

LINK-TO-NODE DOUBLE-CHECK
AZIMUTH DIFFERENCE ASSIGNMENTS

ANTENNA PATTERN FREQUENCY
INPUT REQUIREMENTS OUTPUT

It

Figure 2. Simulation Model Representation

18



. .Data Output Decision

This routine allows the operator to specify what data

is to be printed out. All arrays which predicate the final

results are available to be printed out. These include the

inter-nodal distance array, the inter-nodal angle array, the

inter-nodal azimuth array, the interconnection array, the

link-to-node azimuth difference array, the link-to-node

antenna rejection array, the link-to-node total rejection

array, and the initial frequency assignment array.

If only the abbreviated output is required, the outpu.

consists of the battalion deployment, the 2rtenna pRttern

and receiver rejection characteristics, the 51;1 requirement,

the final frequency assignments, and the frequency require-

ments.

Deployment Input

Each of the battalion elements, ECS, ICC, and CRS, can

either be interactively inpitt or read-in in tabular form

from a file. Interactive input allows the operator complete

freedom in constructing a network to be analyzed. The abil-

ity to read the deployment in from a table increases the

speed at which runs can be replicated. For ease of input in

the interactive mode, the eight digit coordinates are read-

in four digits at a time, the easting coordinates first

(right) and the northing coordinates second (and up). In

- . . the tabular form the coordinates are entered as a single

19
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entity.

Inter-nodal Distance Calculations

The inter-nodal distances are calculated using the

Pythagorean Theorem. Each distance is stored in an array to

be checked and used to determine propagation losses for

desired and interfering signals in a subsequent routine.

Inter-nodal Angle Calculations

The inter-nodal angles are calculated by taking the

arctangent of the northing-by-easting differences. Angles of

90, 0, and -90 degrees are initially checked for to preclude

the ARCTAN(INFINITY) error condition. Each angle is stored

in an array to be checked and used to determine inter-nodal

azimuths in the next routine.

Azimuth Calculations

The inter-nodal azimuth calculations are performed by

determining which quadrant the azimuth is in and then sub-

tracting the inter-nodal angle in quadrants I and III or

adding the inter-nodal angle in quadrants II and IV. Each

azimuth is stored in an array to be checked and used as a

basis to. determine antenna rejection values in subsequent

routines.

20



Interconnection Input

Each of the battalion elements ECS,ICC, and C&S, can be

interconnected with up to four nodes. For ease of input,

the interconnectivity can be input interactively or in the

same table containing the location input. In the interac-

tive mode, the operator is asked the number of interconnec-

tions for each node and then asked to input those intercon-

nections. Initial interconnectivity arrays with variable

lengths are then constructed to insure the input operation

is as user-friendly as possible. An expanded interconnec-

tivity array is then constructed identifying all nodes and

whether they are or are not interconnected. This array is

stored to be checked and used in subsequent routines when

node-to-node links are required.

Link-to-Node Azimuth Difference Calculations

This routine calculates the differences in azimuths

between all links and nodes and stores them in a three-

dimensional array based upon each unique link vs each unique

node. The operation of this routine is explained using Fig-

ure 3.

First a check is performed to insure two nodes (I and

J) are independent nodes. Then the azimuth difference from

the valid link (1-to-J) to each valid node (K and N) is cal-

culated and stored in the three-dimensional array. In Fig-

.* ure 3, valid nodes are nodes independent of the link 1-to-J.

21



This process is then repeated for each link. If the option

is selected to print out all the preliminary data, eleven

two-dimensional arrays will be output, each array containing

the difference between each link with a unique transmitting

node, and each node in the deployment.

-°" /

Figure 3. Nodal Relationships

Antenna Pattern Characteristics

In order to determine the antenna rejection at

transmitting and receiving nodes, the antenna pattern is

required. The PATRIOT AMS utilizes a directional parabolic

dish for UH1F frequency. An antenna pattern curve-fit pro-

vides a description of the characteristics as defined by

Y = AB**X

where Y is the rejection in db, X is the degrees off main-

lobe, and A and B are constants produced by the curve fit.

The parameters A and B are interactively input by the

22
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operator.

Receiver Rejection Characteristics

The receiver rejection characteristics are used to

determine if a node receiving from two closely situated

transmitting nodes will actually be interfered with. A

bandpass rejection curve-fit provides a description of the

characteristics as defined by

Y = A + BX + CX**2 + DX**3 + EX**4 + FX**5

where Y is the off-frequency rejection in db, X is the fre-

quency difference, and A through F are constants produced by

the curve fit. The parameters A through F are interactively

"- input by the operator.

Link-to-Node Antenna Rejection Calculations

By using the antenna pattern characteristics, the

difference in azimuths between each unique link and each

unique node in the deployment can be transformed into rejec-

tion in db. The link-to-node azimuth difference array is

transformed into a link-to-node antenna rejection array as

the first step in the process of determining if the S/I

requirement will be exceeded, causing interference in place

of the desired signal. This array will be used for deter-

mining both the transmit and receive antenna rejection,

which will be added to the path losses and receiver rejec-

23
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-* tion to determine the total rejection of interfering nodes

by receiving nodes.

Initial Frequency Assignment

The construction of a more efficient frequency assign-

ment algorithm was required in this routine; one that would

make maximum use of operational frequencies by permitting

sharing whenever possible. The new frequency assignment

plan first assigns frequency pair codes to links and then

transforms the frequency pair codes into actual frequencies.

Unlike the ABM plan which assigns a frequency code to

" each node in the network and then assigns a unique frequency

to each link depending upon the frequency code of the node,

the method developed in this report assigns a frequency code

to each link and uses the same frequency pair for each

unique frequency code. As a worst case, five unique fre-

quency pairs may be required within the PATRIOT battalion

where the maximum communications capability is utilized. An

example of this would be in the case where four CRS and one

ECS or ICC are interconnected. In this case, to insure that

no link assigned a certain frequency code will be connected

with a node where another link is assigned that code, the

code assignment depicted in Figure 4 may exist.

The frequency pairs are then assigned to the links

based upon the unique frequency codes. Frequencies are

assigned beginning with 800Mhz. Transmit frequencies are

24



separated by 5.0Mhz to insure that co-located radios do not

provide for transmitter-to-receiver mutual interference

(Ref. 10:14). The last transmit frequency and the first

receive frequency are separated by 24 Mhz to insure that

there is no internal transmitter-to-receiver mutual

. ,interference (Ref. 6:2).

G A

Figure 4. A Worst Case

Total Link-to-Node Rejection

Nov that initial frequency assignments have been per-

formed, they must be checked to insure interfering signals

will not 'preclude the reception of desired signals. To make

-this check, the total rejection of each interfering signal

must be calculated. The total rejection is composed of the

antenna rejection at the transmitting and receiving nodes,

25



the path loss difference between the desired and interfering

signals, and the bandpass rejection of the receiver. Figure

5 depicts a simple network which will be used to explain

this routine.

Figure 5. A Simple Network

The angle A provides for a certain amount of rejection

in the signal transmitted from node I to node J and received

S- by node K. This rejection is extracted from the antenna

rejection array as the value REJECT(I,J,K). The angle B pro-

vides for additional rejection in the signal transmitted

from node I to node J and received by node K since the

antenna at node K is directed toward node N. This rejection

* is extracted form the antenna rejection array as

REJECT(K,N,I). The other two elements of the total rejec-

tion are then calculated.

The path loss calculations are performed using pro-

cedures previously used in PATRIOT Project Office studies
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where

PATH LOSS = 32.5 + 20 LOG(DISTANCE) + 20 LOG(FREQUENCY)

where the distance is in kilometers and the frequency in

megahertz (Ref. 1:4). The path loss difference can be

*. reduced to

PATH LOSS DIFFERENCE = 20 LOG(D1 - D2)

since the constant subtracts out and the term based upon the

frequency difference is of little importance considering the

frequencies used. Using the distance array calculated ear-

ier, the path loss is calculated based upon the desired

and interfering signals and added to the total rejection.

Finally the bandpass rejection is calculated based upon the

difference in the desired and interfering signals and added

to the total rejection.

S/I Requirement

The signal-to-interference (S/I) requirement or noise

figure for the AN/GRC-103 Radio Set is lldb (Ref. 8:1-2).

Therefore, the desired signal must be lldb greater than the

interfering signal to allow for reception of the desired

signal. The S/I requirement is then compared to the total

rejection in the next routine to determine which links are

not viable due to an interfering signal.
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*. Critical Separa±tion Calculations

This routine determines which links interfere with

receiving nodes. To determine which links will cause

interference, each node's rejection of each link is checked

to insure it is above the S/I requirement. If the S/I

requirement is not met, the interfering link, the receiving

node, and the rejection are identified to the operator. The

link causing the interference is then given a unique fre-

quency and checked to insure it will not cause interference

- again. The operator is notified that the interfering link

has been modified. The frequency assignment algorithms

developed in this report are then used to minimize the

number. of unique frequencies required for the critical

links. First, unique frequency codes are assigned to the

critical links, and then the critical frequencies are

assigned based upon the frequency codes.

Double-check Frequency Assignments

The frequency assignments are again checked to insure

that receiving nodes are maintaining their S/I requirement.

If there are links causing interference, they are again

*: printed out along with the receiving node and the rejection.

* .* This routine may be overkill since test cases have not

shown a problem once critical frequencies have been assigned

when required; however, future use will show if this routine

may be needed.
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Frequency Requirements Oupu

Once the frequency assignments have been performed, the

minimum number of frequencies is output to the operator, as

weil as those frequencies required.

29



V. SAMPLE RESULTS

To offer an example of the frequency requirements cal-

culations which this model provides, four PATRIOT battalion

deployments will be analyzed. The first three deployments

were supplied by the PATRIOT Project Office as currently

accepted within the air defense community as representative

of PATRIOT deployment planning. The fourth was developed as

a typical worst-case deployment. The grid coordinates for

these deployments are contained in Appendix A.

Figure 6 depicts the first PATRIOT supplied deployment.

.-- Figure 6. Deployment One
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Figure 7 depicts the frequency assignment codes assigned for

deployment one. These codes are assigned using the frequency

assignment algorithm employing the shared frequency concept

developed in this report.

- ((0

Figure 7. Frequency Assignment Codes for Deployment One

The model predicts that a frequency requirement for

only eight frequencies exists when operational frequencies

are shared. Analysis of the output reveals that this

deployment contains no interfering signals causing the S/I

requirement of any one node to be violated, and therefore

only the four pairs of frequencies required due to intra-

nodal interference are required to support deployment one.

31
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Figure 8 depicts the second PATRIOT supplied deploy-

ment. As in the case of the first deployment, the model

predicts that only eight frequencies are required to support

the UHF communication system. This deployment also contains

no interfering signals causing the S/I requirement of any

.-one node to be violated and only four frequency pairs are

required due to the frequency assignment algorithm developed

in this report.

Figure 8. Deployment Two

The .minimumi number of frequencies theoretically possi-

ble for the first two deployments is eight frequencies since

at least one CRS in both deployments (Nodes 2 and 8 In the

first deployment and Nodes 4 and 9 in the second
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deployment), transmit on four operational links. Since each

link requires both a transmit and receive frequency, eight

frequencies must be required as a minimum in both deploy-

ments.

Had the ABM plan been used to assign frequencies to the

first deployment, the frequency codes depicted in Figure 9

would be assigned and thirty-four frequencies would be

required. Figure 9 also depicts that using ABM methodology

would cause a problem once the code 'A' is assigned to node

9 unless some type of an heuristic technique such as a

branch-and-bound algorithm is used. Had the ABM plan been

used to assign frequencies to the second deployment,

thirty-four frequencies would again be required.

Figure 9. An ARMI Problem?
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Figure 10 depicts the third PATRIOT supplied deploy-

ment. The model predicts that a frequency requirement for

ten frequencies exists.

577

Figure 10. Deployment Three

Also depicted in Figure 10 are the frequency assignment

codes. Because of the concentration of communications due

to both the proximity of the CRS to each other and the UHF

network operating at near capacity, the link from node 9 to

node 10 requires a fifth frequency pair. This deployment

contains no interfering signals causing the S/I requirement

of any node to be violated so that only the ten frevip'r'1f'

required due to intra-nodal interference are required to
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support the deployment.

Figure 11 shows one attempt at assigning frequency

codes to the third deployment using the ABM plan. Due to

the concentration of communication links discussed earlier,

the ABM plan will not work. However, had the ABM plan suc-

ceeded in assigning frequencies to this deployment, thirty-

six unique frequencies would have been required.

S

AA

:77

Figure 11. An ABM Attempt

The deployment depicted in Figure 12 is a hypothetical

deployment developed to show the critical frequency routine

mechanism. The model predicts that a frequency requirenent
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for nine frequencies exists. Eight of the required frequen-

cies are due to the initial assignment of four frequency

pair codes. The ninth frequency is assigned by the critical

frequency algorithm.

Figure 12. A Worst Case

The initial frequency assignment algorithm assigns both

Link 1-to-2 and Link 3-to-4 the same frequency. The rejec-

tion algorithms calculate the rejection of link 1-to-2 at

node 4 and the rejection of link 4-to-3 at node 1 to be less

than the S/I requirement of lldb. This occurs since there

is no transmiit or receive antenna rejection and no receiver

. off-frequency bandpass rejection. The only rejection is

attributed to path loss. Since the interfering transmitter

is 60km from the receiving node and the desired signal is

corn mini fro , a trang'iitter 2qkn away, the rejection dJue to
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So"the path loss difference is only 9.54db, which violates the

S1I requirement of lldb. A unique frequency is then

assigned to link l-to-2 and link 4-to-3, the ninth fre-

quency. It would seem the same situation would exist

between nodes 8, 9, 10, and 11 as does for nodes 1, 2, 3,

and 4; however, since the initial frequency assignment for

link 8-to-9 is not the same as for link 10-to-il, the addi-

tional rejection due to the receiver off-frequency rejection

allows for the S/I requirement to be exceeded.
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VI. SUMHARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOHHENDATIONS

Summary

This research addressed the problem of determining the

minimum frequency requirements for a PATRIOT battalion U1HF

communication system. In an attempt to increase the under-

standing of the frequency requirements, a computer model was

developed to simulate a PATRIOT UHF communication system and

the model was subsequently experimented on to predict the

frequency requirements. The resulting model, with its

appropriate assumptions and constraints, is described in

this thesis.

Conclusions

Four goals were set at the beginning of this research

in order to measure the degree to which this research suc-

ceeded in solving the stated problem. These goals will be

separately discussed.

The first goal was to construct a computer model. This

goal was met by the writing of a computer program which

simulates the PATRIOT battalion UH1F communication system.

*.-.The detailed description of how the model performs this

simulation is contained in Chapter IV.

The second goal was to determine, by internal and

c,ternal verification, tbat the -,d e l hehives nroperlv.
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-. .Internal verification was accomplished by rigorous examina-

tion of numerous print-outs of the model's data output exe-

cuted on AFIT's Harris 500. Each table was verified to

insure the algorithms for each routine from inter-nodal dis-

tance calculations to frequency assignments operated prop-

erly and passed the correct set of data to the next routine.

External verification of the model was accomplished by

analyzing each algorithm and the resultant output with

PATRIOT Project Office representatives. The personnel who

participated in this feedback of information were highly

qualified PATRIOT system analysts regularly performing data

analysis for the PATRIOT Project Office. The model was also

- . validated to a certain degree by the use 9f CAS Inc. antenna

patterns and an adaptation of the path loss calculation

algorithms that were used in the CASCO[ model.

The third goal, which was the construction of a more

efficient frequency assignment algorithm, was performed by

developing new frequency assignment methodology by which

individual communicating links are assigned unique values so

that no links that are directly connected will have the same

value. Frequency assignments are then made based upon the

unique link values.

-- The final goal was to draw general conclusions about

the minimum UHF frequency requirements for the PATRIOT bat-

- talion based upon the model's output. This goal was met by

i , i t e rv'rt it i,1:1 0 f t he molteI'- nin iu requ r .''.'nt s
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predictions. As was discussed in Chapter V, the minim'.u 1 HF

frequency requirements for the PATRIOT battalion can be met

with a greatly reduced number of frequencies than would

" traditionally have been required using the unique frequency

assignment concept. In the first two deployments, the fre-

quency requirements have been reduced by 75%, from thirty-

four to eight frequencies required. In the third deploy-

ment, the ABH plan could not be used to make frequency

assignments. Had it succeeded, or a modification of the the

ABM plan possible, thirty-six unique frequencies would have

been required. This requirement was reduced to ten frequen-

cies, again nearly a 757 reduction in frequency require-

" " ments.

Recommendations

As this research effort drew to a close, reflection

upon what was accomplished logically led to several ideas

which could enhance the benefits to be gained by this simu-

lation model. These ideas are described in this section.

Currently, the model simulates the UHF communication

network for a PATRIOT battalion. One idea for improving the

model is to allow for multiple battalions to be character-

ized within the model. This would allow for a further

reduction in the number of frequencies required since with

the current model, adjacent battalions would require unique

frequency blocks to preclude inter-battalion interference.

Also the present model has constrained the available
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frequencies to a certain list of specific frequencies. How-

ever, since available frequencies are actually allocated by

system, the frequencies available for assignment must be an

additional attribute to be handled by the model.

At this state of model development, a modification of

the deployment influences the frequency assignments within

*the battalion. A logical improvement to this would be to

allow flexibility in the frequency assignment algorithms to

allow for certain nodes to exit and enter the battalion

without restructuring frequency assignments. The frequency

assignment algorithm would require an upgrade to check fre-

quency assignments of operating nodes before making an

assignment to a new arrival. The assignment algorithm also

can by upgraded to check to see if any shared frequency can

be used in lieu of a unique frequency when S/I requirements

at a node are not met, as in the case of the fourth deploy-

ment.

At present, the maximum inter-connection capacity at a

node is four links. By increasing this capability, addi-

tional air defense systems employing the AN/GRC-103 Radio

Set can be simulated. Such a capability seems desirable

* since the PATRIOT and IHAWK Air Defense Systems will co-

exist for a time in the field.

Developing an upgrade of this model with algorithms to

profile communication links, such as in the FACTS program,

• .would provide a aolid foundation for the development of an

41
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automated system, incorporated in the onboard software, to

assist the PATRIOT air defense planners.

Since such a system would include a digitized terrain

base, terrain masking algorithms could be incorporated into

the rejection calculations. However, since the frequency

requirements have been reduced to near theoretical limits of

the node itself, such algorithms may not be efficient.

It may soon be feasible to validate this model using

the PATRIOT system. Such testing would substantiate the

operation of this model so that work on an automated system,

so badly needed, could progress.

One final recommendation is required. It is recomn-

mended that a model such as this one not be used in a tacti-

cal environment without a threat analysis to determine the

implications of using a limited number of shared frequen-

cies. A further discussion of this subject is beyond the

scope of this report.
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APPENDIX A

GRID COORDINATES AND CODE LISTING

The first two pages of this appendix contain the grid

coordinates for the deployments analyzed in Chapter V. The

remaining pages of this appendix contain the code listing

for this computer simulation model.

Deployment One

COORDINATES LINKS

ICC 06045190 2 5 9
ECS 01555280 1 3 11 10
ECS 01965763 2 4 5
ECS 11007300 3 5 6
ECS 12556035 1 3 4
ECS 16166000 4 8 7
ECS 30504135 6 8 9
CRS 14955498 6 7 9 10
CRS 17554205 1 7 8
CRS 06474400 2 8 11
CRS 02003800 2 10

Deployment Two

08501905 4 6 11

08501500 3 4 7
00000700 2 4
03001800 2 3 5 1
10602790 4 6 7

15502660 1 5 8
12501950 2 5 9
33002450 6 9 10
25601740 7 8 10 11
.22500750 8 9 11
16850825 1 9 10

44
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Deployment Three

28383831 9 10 11

- 38454714 3 8 9
29734921 2 4 9
12714189 3 5 10

10743873 4 6 10
14182674 5 7 11
34892793 6 8 11
37153676 2 7 11
34214485 1 2 3 10
21423800 1 4 5 9
26253375 1 6 7 8

7:.,

Deployment Four

00002000 2 5 8
20002000 1 5 6

40002000 6 7 4
60002000 3 7 11

10001000 1 2 8 9
30001000 2 9 3 10
50001000 3 4 10 11
00000000 1 5 9

20000000 5 8 6
40000000 6 7 11
60000000 4 7 10
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